Streaming video has reached the tipping point.
Data from the 2010 Primary Research Group survey indicated that across all Carnegie classifications approximately 33% of academic libraries provided streaming video (Primary Research Group 2010) . SASV data shows that figure has flipped; 70% of all academic libraries now provide streaming video.
This percentage varies by Carnegie classification and ARL status:
Carnegie classification / ARL status % streaming Doctoral / Research University 78%
Masters institution 68%
Baccalaureate institution 56%
Associate institution 70%
ARL library 92%
Furthermore, when asked about plans to stream video, survey results show additional adoption. Of those respondents that did not currently stream, 17% indicated intent to do so within the next year (2014) . An additional nearly 23% indicated intent to stream within 2-3 years.
Responsibility for streaming video may be distributed across the institution, but libraries have primary responsibility.
When asked who provides infrastructure for streaming video within the institution (a "check all that apply" question), 71% indicated the IT unit, while 59% indicated the library. But when asked who primarily is responsible for the infrastructure, these numbers change dramatically. The figure for libraries drops slightly to 54%. But the figure for the IT unit drops to 28%. Data from the SAVS clearly demonstrated that libraries play a significant role in the infrastructure for providing streaming video within academic institutions.
3. There is no clear pattern of key responsibility for streaming video content within libraries.
Streaming video acquisition requires multiple responsibilities not necessarily associated with other digital resources in libraries. In addition to selection there are responsibilities for licensing, digitizing/ encoding, ingestion, and metadata. These functions are widely dispersed in academic libraries. SASV data reveals that multiple staff positions have primary responsibility for selection. Again, comments provided for "Other" returned a wide variety of alternative personnel with this responsibility, including director, electronic resources librarian, and consortium.
Position
While the survey provided "media librarian" as a response for these questions, it failed to establish whether or not responding institutions had a librarian who is primarily responsible for media. Thus we are unable from this survey to determine how these responses may vary if there is or is not a media librarian present.
Video formats in academic libraries are changing.
This should come as no surprise to anyone who works in libraries. The shift in video formats is not the first time libraries have dealt with content format changes. But the survey revealed key information on the degree to which video collections are shifting format as well as how they are shifting format.
Survey results show that libraries are not just beginning to acquire video in streaming format, they are also converting hard copy collections to streaming format. Of libraries that are already providing streaming video, 63% have converted some of the hard copy collection to streaming format. Of those, 89% intend to shift more of their collection to streaming within the next three years. Additionally, of those that have not already shifted format of some or all of their collection, 35% intend to do so within three years.
Overwhelmingly this shift in format from hard copy (VHS and/or DVD) is happening with licensed digital copies. Of those who have converted video collection format, 81% have done so through digital files provided by the distributor.
Patterns of video acquisition and expenditure are changing.
SASV included questions to provide baseline data not only on streaming video but also on hard copy (primarily DVD and VHS). This allowed the survey analysis to compare differences in funding sources and spending. For hard copy video a general acquisitions fund is the primary funding source for 40% of the respondents. For 35% of the respondents, funding comes from a separate video acquisitions fund, while for 16% of the respondents, subject allotments within the acquisitions budget provides video funding. In contrast, streaming video acquisitions are more likely to come from a general acquisitions fund (49%), less likely to come from a separate video fund (14%), and even less likely to come from a separate streaming video fund (7%). The 14% of responses identifying "Other" as the primary funding for streaming video identified an electronic resources fund, grants, and distance education as the source of these funds.
Across all Carnegie classifications academic libraries' spending on streaming video now exceeds spending on hard copy video. This figure is the total spend, and does not reflect the cost per title or number of titles acquired in these categories. Subscription video collections account for the largest portion of library spending on streaming video. In the aggregate, not divided by Carnegie classification, average academic library spending for the last fiscal year is: 
Average

There is no single acquisition model for streaming video.
As the figures in item #5 above already suggest, there are multiple approaches to acquiring streaming video content. Three approaches dominate: single title purchase with in-perpetuity rights (now often referred to as "life of file format"), term licensing, usually (but not always) for a period no longer than three years, and subscription to a collection. None of these approaches precludes the others. Respondents to the survey reported using all three of these approaches, in various combinations.
Of the respondents that currently stream video, 44% reported acquiring individual titles through in-perpetuity purchase. Similarly, 42% reported acquiring collections in perpetuity. An even larger number of respondents have term-licensed streaming videos: 66%. Ninety percent (90%) of those that stream subscribe to at lease one subscription collection.
So while there is no single model for acquiring streaming video, it is apparent that subscription collections are emerging as a major approach for many libraries. These models are rapidly changing, however. At the time the survey launched only two companies offered subscription options, and only one offered collections for purchase in perpetuity. New companies and new models are emerging including evidence-based acquisition, demand-driven licensing, patron-driven acquisition, and pay-per-view options.
Most libraries do not digitize from their video collections on request.
At the time of the survey the AIME vs. UCLA lawsuit was still percolating its way through the courts. We felt it was important to collect information that addressed some of the issues presented in that lawsuit.
A majority of survey respondents (58%) indicated that they do not digitize from their hard copy collections on request, but this is a slight majority. Of those that do digitize on request, 40% do so only with licensed permission. Another 33% apply a Fair Use interpretation to justify the duplication of material. Significantly, libraries that digitize on request are more likely to have written policy statements about digitization than libraries that do not digitize (39% vs. 10%).
Libraries employ a wide array of discovery
and access tools for streaming video.
Discovery and access points for streaming video in academic libraries include the online catalog, vendor portals, LibGuides, and various discovery tools such as Summon and Discovery. Overall, librarians report a preference for use of the online catalog, stressing the importance of title-level discovery. Seventy-five percent (75%) report providing catalog access. Only 41% of libraries responding to the survey, however, use the catalog as the primary access point. Availability of catalog access varies widely by type of license.
Type of License % of libraries providing title level catalog acces
Purchased/In-perpetuity 46 % Term License 34.5 % Subscription collections 57.5 % Most surprisingly nearly 25% reported not cataloging streaming videos at all.
Libraries that employ catalog records for streaming videos rely heavily on MARC records (59 %) and/or meta data (20 %) provided by the video distributor.
Libraries employ multiple solutions for hosting streaming video.
Nearly three-quarters (72%) of libraries rely on vendor hosting for at least some of their streaming video. Overall, vendor hosting solutions manage between 81 and 100% of libraries' streaming collections.
For content not hosted by vendors there is no dominant model or hosting solution. In-house solutions range from the institution's tech infrastructure to a solution internal to the library. Academic institutions use both turn-key (e.g., Ensemble, UStream, V-Brick) and locally developed hosting systems. There is no dominant commercially available hosting system. Few institutions use third-party hosting. While approximately thirteen percent (13%) of academic institutions fund streaming video outside of the library's budget, most respondents reported not knowing who is responsible for selection of those videos, the level of funding, or the source of this external funding.
Hosting
In terms of the hosting solutions used by the library or by the institution, respondents report a high degree of not knowing what system is used. (While this may not be a critical issue, contrast this degree of familiarity with librarians' knowledge/awareness of the integrated library system or learning management systems used by their institutions.)
Postscript
Nearly eighteen months have passed since we conducted the Survey of Academic Library Streaming Video. That is a long time for a rapidly changing approach to library collections and service. A follow-up survey, using many of the same questions, to collect more recent data, while correcting some oversights and addressing other issues related to streaming video, is ongoing. We invite your contribution to the inquiry. Please contact the authors to complete the survey for your library.
